DYNAMO
Customers price list

Valid from 01.01.2020

DYNAMO for Dynamics
NAV Perpetual (2018, 2017, 2016) / 365 Business Central on premises
DYNAMO | Payment – Purchase of standard modules
Module name

Module ID

DYNAMO | Payment Essen als¹⁾,2)
DYNAMO | Zahlungsverkehr Essentials

5001900

0,00

*

180,00

DYNAMO | Payment Standard2)
DYNAMO | Zahlungsverkehr Standard

5001960

1.500,00

1.500,00

240,00

DYNAMO | Payment Professional2)
DYNAMO | Zahlungsverkehr Professional

5001970

2.950,00

2.950,00

472,00

DYNAMO | Payment Enterprise
DYNAMO | Zahlungsverkehr Enterprise

5001980

4.950,00

4.950,00

792,00

DYNAMO | Payment National+3)
parallel usage of payment formats of
several countries

5002000

900,00

900,00

144,00

RRP (€)

PLP (€)

annual
maintenance fee (€)

¹⁾ Concluding a maintenance contract with a duration of 3 years starting at the purchase date is obligatory.
²⁾ Included are the payment formats for one country
licensing of DYNAMO | Payment Standard (5001960) or superior. Included in DYNAMO | Payment Enterprise.
RRP = Recommended Retail Price for customers. PLP = Protected List Price; the annual maintenance fee is based on the PLP.
Prices are net prices. Please ask for prices in foreign currencies.
Concluding a maintenance contract is obligatory for the first year after licensing a module; for the module DYNAMO
| Payment Essen als the minimum duration is 3 years. Termination of the maintenance contract for single licenses is
possible up to 30 days before the agreement runs out.
3) Requires

The annual maintenance fee is 16 % of the module's PLP.
Please take notice of the following: Upgrading older versions of Microsoft dynamics NAV is only available for customers with
an existing enhancement plan (EHP). The existing EHP is prerequisite of proper functionalities of later versions. AKQUINET
cannot be held liable for this. Resumption of the maintenance contract means that the lapsed fee of 16% p.a. is invoiced up to
three years maximum on the current PLP.

DYNAMO | Finance modules – Purchase of standard modules
Module name

Module ID

RRP (€)

PLP (€)

DYNAMO | G/L - Open Items & Application
(for NAV 2013 and higher)
DYNAMO | Sach-OP & Ausgleich

5370530

950,00

950,00

152,00

DYNAMO | Customer & Vendor
Netting (for NAV 2016 and higher)
DYNAMO | Debitorisch-kreditorische

5370410

1.450,00

1.450,00

232,00

annual
maintenance fee (€)

Verrechnung

RRP = Recommended Retail Price for customers. PLP = Protected List Price; the annual maintenance fee is based on the PLP.
Prices are net prices. Please ask for prices in foreign currencies.
Concluding a maintenance contract is obligatory for the first year after licensing a module. Termination of the
maintenance contract for single licenses is possible up to 30 days before the agreement runs out.

The annual maintenance fee is 16 % of the module's PLP.
Please take notice of the following: Upgrading older versions of Microsoft dynamics NAV is only available for customers with
an existing enhancement plan (EHP). The existing EHP is prerequisite of proper functionalities of later versions. AKQUINET
cannot be held liable for this. Resumption of the maintenance contract means that the lapsed fee of 16% p.a. is invoiced up to
three years maximum on the current PLP.

DYNAMO for LS Retail

365 Business Central on premises / Perpetual Licensing
(NAV 2018, NAV 2017, NAV 2016, NAV 2015, NAV 2013 and 2013R2)

DYNAMO | EFT conncetors – Purchase of standard modules
Module name

Module ID

RRP (€)

PLP (€)

DYNAMO | EFT connector Pepper bundle

5351720

249,00

249,00

55,00

DYNAMO | EFT connector w/o Pepper

5351710

199,00

199,00

45,00

Single license (pepper.dll)

69,00

69,00

25,00

Update pepper.dll

30,00

30,00

annual
maintenance fee (€)

Prices are valid per license / terminal.
RRP = Recommended Retail Price for customers. PLP = Protected List Price. Prices are net prices.
Please ask for prices in foreign currencies.
The purchase of the EFT connector modules is only possible for AKQUINET contractors.
Concluding a maintenance contract is obligatory during the whole period of use. Termination of the maintenance contract
for single licenses is possible up to 30 days before the agreement runs out.
Please take notice of the following: Upgrading older versions of Microsoft dynamics NAV and the pepper module is only
available for customers with an existing enhancement plan (EHP). The existing EHP is prerequisite of proper functionalities of
later versions. AKQUINET cannot be held liable for this. Resumption of the maintenance contract means that the lapsed fee is
invoiced up to three years maximum on the current annual fee.
An update of the pepper.dll is needed when configuration parameters change, e.g. terminal type, language, currency,...
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